Introduction
In this paper we study a class of fully nonlinear second-order elliptic equations of the form
defined in a domain of R n . Here D 2 u denotes the Hessian of the function u. We assume that F is a Lipschitz function defined on the space S 2 (R n ) of n × n symmetric matrices satisfying the uniform ellipticity condition, i.e. there exists a constant C = C(F ) ≥ 1 (called an ellipticity constant ) such that (1.2)
for any non-negative definite symmetric matrix N ; if F ∈ C 1 (S 2 (R n )) then this condition is equivalent to
Here, u ij denotes the partial derivative ∂ 2 u/∂x i ∂x j . A function u is called a classical solution of (1) if u ∈ C 2 (Ω) and u satisfies (1.1). Actually, any classical solution of (1.1) is a smooth (C α+3 ) solution, provided that F is a smooth (C α ) function of its arguments.
For a matrix S ∈ S 2 (R n ) we denote by λ(S) = {λ i : λ 1 ≤ ... ≤ λ n } ∈ R n the (ordered) set of eigenvalues of the matrix S. Equation (1.1) is called a Hessian equation ([T1] , [T2] cf. [CNS] ) if the function F (S) depends only on the eigenvalues λ(S) of the matrix S, i.e., if
for some function f on R n invariant under permutations of the coordinates. In other words the equation (1.1) is called Hessian if it is invariant under the action of the group O(n) on S 2 (R n ):
The Hessian invariance relation (1.3) implies the following:
(a) F is a smooth (real-analytic) function of its arguments if and only if f is a smooth (real-analytic) function. Bellman and Isaacs equations appear in the theory of controlled diffusion processes, see [F] . Both are fully nonlinear uniformly elliptic equations of the form (1.1). The Bellman equation is concave in D 2 u ∈ S 2 (R n ) variables. However, Isaacs operators are, in general, neither concave nor convex. In a simple homogeneous form the Isaacs equation can be written as follows:
where L ab is a family of linear uniformly elliptic operators of type
with an ellipticity constant C > 0 which depends on two parameters a, b.
Consider the Dirichlet problem
where Ω ⊂ R n is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary ∂Ω and ϕ is a continuous function on ∂Ω.
We are interested in the problem of existence and regularity of solutions to the Dirichlet problem (1.6) for Hessian equations and Isaacs equation. The problem (1.6) has always a unique viscosity (weak) solution for fully nonlinear elliptic equations (not necessarily Hessian equations). The viscosity solutions satisfy the equation (1.1) in a weak sense, and the best known interior regularity ( [C] , [CC] , [T3] ) for them is C 1+ǫ for some ǫ > 0. For more details see [CC] , [CIL] . Until recently it remained unclear whether non-smooth viscosity solutions exist. In the recent papers [NV1] , [NV2] , [NV3] , [NV4] the authors first proved the existence of non-classical viscosity solutions to a fully nonlinear elliptic equation, and then of singular solutions to Hessian uniformly elliptic equation in all dimensions beginning from 12. Those papers use the functions
with P 12 (x), P 24 (x) being cubic forms as follows:
H being Hamiltonian quaternions,
O being the algebra of Caley octonions. Finally, the paper [NTV] gives a construction of non-smooth viscosity solution in 5 dimensions which is order 2 homogeneous, also for Hessian equations, the function
being such solution for the Cartan minimal cubic
However, the methods of [NTV] does not work for the function w 5,δ (x) = P 5 (x)/|x| δ , δ > 1, and thus does not give singular (i.e. not in C 1,1 ) viscosity solutions to fully nonlinear equations in 5 dimensions.
In the present paper we fill the gap and prove
is a viscosity solution to a uniformly elliptic Hessian equation (1.1) with a smooth functional F in a unit ball B ⊂ R 5 for the isoparametric Cartan cubic form
In particular one gets the optimality of the interior C 1,α -regularity of viscosity solutions to fully nonlinear equations in dimensions 5 and more; note also that all previous constructions give only Lipschitz Hessian functional F . Let us recall that in the paper [NV5] it is proven that there is no order 2 homogenous solutions to elliptic equations in 4 dimensions which suggests strongly that in 4 (and less) dimensions there is no homogenous non-classical solutions to uniformly elliptic equations.
As in [NV3] we get also that w 5,δ (x), δ ∈ [0, 1[ is a viscosity solution to a uniformly elliptic Isaacs equation:
is a viscosity solution to a uniformly elliptic Isaacs equation
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall some necessary preliminary results and we prove our main results in Section 3. The proof in Section 3 extensively uses MAPLE but is completely rigorous.
Preliminary results
Let w = w n be an odd homogeneous function of order 2 − δ, 0 ≤ δ < 1, defined on a unit ball B = B 1 ⊂ R n and smooth in B \ {0}. Then the Hessian of w is homogeneous of order −δ.
Define the map
n being the (ordered) set of eigenvalues of the matrix S = D 2 w. Denote Σ n the permutation group of {1, ..., n}. For any σ ∈ Σ n , let T σ be the linear transformation of R n given by
Lemma 2.1. Assume that for a smooth function g : U −→ R where the domain
Assume also the condition
where C is a positive constant (may be, depending on M, g but not on a, b). If δ > 0 we assume additionally that w changes sign in B. Then w is a viscosity solution in B of a uniformly elliptic Hessian equation (1.1) with a smooth F . Function w is as well a solution to a uniformly elliptic Isaacs equation.
Proof. Denote for any θ > 0 by K θ ⊂ R n the cone {λ ∈ R n , λ i /|λ| > θ}, and let K * θ be its dual cone. Let x, y be orthogonal coordinates in R n such that x = λ 1 + ... + λ n and y be the orthogonal complement of x. Denote by p the orthogonal projection of R n on subspace y. Denote
From (2.1), (2.2) it follows that the surface Γ is a graph of a smooth function h defined on G. By k θ we denote the function on y which graph is the surface ∂K * θ . We define the function H(y) by
We fix a sufficiently small θ > 0. Then from (2.1), (2.2) it follows that H = h on G. Denote by J the graph of H. It is easy to show, see similar argument in [NV1] , [NV3] , that for any a, b ∈ J, a = b,
Let E be a smooth function in R n−1 with the support in a unit ball and with the integral being equal to 1. Denote E c (y) = c −n+1 E(y/c), c > 0. Set
Then H c will be a smooth function such that any two points a, b on its graph will satisfy (2.3). Moreover H c → H in C(R n ) as c goes to 0, and H c → h in C ∞ on compact subdomains of G. Thus for a sufficiently small c > 0 we can easily modify function H c to a function H such that H will coincide with h in a neighborhood of m, coincide with H in the complement of G and the points on the graph of H will still satisfy (2.3) possibly with a larger constant C. Define the function F in R n by
Then w is a solution in R n \ {0} of a uniformly elliptic Hessian equation (1.1) with such defined nonlinearity F . As in [NV3] , [NV4] it follows that w is a viscosity solution of (1.1) in the whole space R n . In [NV3] we have shown that the equation (1.1) for the function w can be rewritten in the form of the Isaacs equation. The lemma is proved.
We will apply this result to the function w 5,δ (x) = P 5 (x)/|x| 1+δ .
Let then recall some facts from [NTV] about the Cartan cubic form P 5 (x).
Lemma 2.2. The form P 5 (x) admits a three-dimensional automorphism group.
Indeed, one easily verifies that the orthogonal trasformations
do not change the value of P 5 (x).
Lemma 2.3. Let G P be subgroup of SO(5) generated by
under the natural action of G P is the whole S 4 .
We need also the following two simple algebraic results ( [NV3, Lemmas 2.2 and 4.1]):
Lemma 2.4. Let A, B be two real symmetric matrices with the eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ n and λ
and let µ 1 (δ) ≥ µ 2 (δ) ≥ µ 3 (δ) (resp.,μ 1 (δ) ≥μ 2 (δ) ≥μ 3 (δ) ) be the roots of the polynomial
(resp. of the polynomial
Then for any K > 0 verifying |K − 1| + |W − W | = 0 one has
Proofs
Let w 5,δ = P 5 /|x| 1+δ , δ ∈ [0, 1[. By Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to prove the existence of a smooth function g verifying the conditions (2.1) and (2.2). We beging with calculating the eigenvalues of D 2 w 5,δ (x). More precisely, we need Lemma 3.1. Let x ∈ S 4 , and let x ∈ G P (p, 0, q, 0, 0) with p 2 + q 2 = 1. Then
and
The characteristic polynomial F (S) of D 2 w is given by
32 ,
Note that the spectrum in this lemma is unordered one.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Since w 5,δ is invariant under G P , we can suppose that x = (p, 0, q, 0, 0). Then w 5,δ (x) = p(3−p 2 ) 2 and we get by a brute force calculation: 
which gives for the characteristic polynomial F (S) = F 1 (S)·F 2 (S)·F 3 (S) where
and the spectrum. Developing F (S) we get the last formulas.
Corollary 3.1. Denote ε = 1 − δ. The function w verifies the following Hessian equation:
where
∆(w) = trace(D 2 w) being the Laplacian, S 2 (w) and S 4 (w) being respectively the second and the forth symmetric functions of the eigenvalues of D 2 w.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and a simple calculation since ∆(w) = −a 1,δ , S 2 (w) = a 2,δ , S 4 (w) = a 4,δ , det(D 2 w) = −a 5,δ .
Let then determine the ordered spectrum {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ 5 },
Proof. The inequalities µ 2,δ (p) ≥ µ 1,δ (p) ≥ µ 3,δ (p) are obvious since µ 2,δ (p) and µ 3,δ (p) are decreasing in p, µ 1,δ (p) is increasing in p, µ 3,δ (−1) = µ 1,δ (−1), µ 2,δ (1) = µ 1,δ (1).
The resultant
and for p = 1 one has d = −166 + 76ε 2 ≤ −90. For δ = 0, ε = 1 we get
which proves the positivity. Using then the inequalities
and the postivity of the resultant we get
and taking into account the equalities
we get the result.
Note the oddness property of the spectrum:
Let us now verify the second condition (2.2) of Lemma 2.1, namely the uniform hyperbolicity of M δ (a, b, O) .
Proof. The proof depends on the value of 4 . Suppose that the conclusion does not hold, that is for some a = b and some O ∈ O(5) one has
We can suppose without loss that |b| ≤ 1 = |a| ∈ S 4 1 .
Note that since for any harmonic cubic polynomial Q(x) on R n and any a ∈ S n−1 1
we get T r (M δ (a, b, O)) = (2δ + 8 − δ 2 )(KW − W ), P 5 being harmonic. Let us prove the claim for (KW − W ) ≥ 0, the proof for (KW − W ) ≤ 0 being the same while permuting a with b and Λ 1 with Λ 5 . Since
we get 4Λ 1 + Λ 5 ≥ 0 and −Λ 5 /Λ 1 ≤ 4. Therefore, we have only to rule out the inequality
We have then 3 possibilities:
In the cases 1) and 3) applying Lemma 2.4 we get Λ 1 ≥ µ + (K), Λ 5 ≤ µ − (K) in the notation of Lemma 2.5 which permits to finish the proof as in Proposition 4.1 of [NV3] . We thus have to treat the (more difficult) case 2). Lemma 2.4 together with the inequality −Λ 5 > CΛ 1 gives
Thank to the oddness of the spectrum we suppose without loss that p > k. Recall that then by Lemma 3.2 one has
We have then 2 possibilities for p :
since one verifies that the function µ 4,δ (p) is increasing on [k, 1] . On the other hand,
Therefore one gets 8(K + 1) ≥ 2CKk 3 which clearly is a contradiction for, say, K ≥ 1/4. For 0 < K ≤ 1/4 we get
which can not be less than 8(K + 1) ≤ 10.
Let finally p ∈]0, k]. We consider then 2 possibilities for K:
In the case (i) one has
We suppose then K > 20/31 = (1.55) −1 . Then if p ≤ 3k/4 one has 
and one gets a contradiction as above since
The last case to rule out is thus
It is easy to verify that on one has the following inequalities:
Let then K ∈ 20 31 , 1 . Therefore,
for linear forms M 1 , M 2 in K. Note that the minimal value of max{M 1 , M 2 } as a function of K equals (recall that our C = 1000/k 4 ):
attained for K = K 0 := (11k 3 + 20 + 12k)/(12k 2 a + 18a + 11k 3 + 20 + 12k) < 1. On the other hand,
for the following linear forms (in K)
l 2 := 5a + 4k − 11 2 K + 5a + 11 2 − 4k, l 3 := (5a + 5 + 3k)K + 5a − 5 − 3k,
To refute our inequality it is sufficient to prove that M i (K j,k ) > 0 for any triple (i, j, k) with i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i = j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} where l k (K j,k ) = M j (K j,k 2 )a + 15000 − u(k) (2250 + 6k 4 − 5k 6 )a + 2500 + 1500k + 6k 5 > 0, where t(k) := 783000k + 80k 3 + 48k 4 + 44k 6 + 2871k 5 + 1914k 7 < 4 · 10 5 , u(k) := 120k 2 − 30k 5 + 3375k + 18k 3 − 100k 4 − 55k 7 < 2000.
Let, finally K ≥ 1, then 
